
Park O #6 - City Botanic Gardens and Ugly Gully AGM

Saturday 19th February 2022 15:30 - 15:30 EST

Classification Club event

Discipline FootO
Park/Street Orienteering

Classes MKO H1, WKO H1, Short, Easy, 
MKO H2, MKO H3, MKO H4, WKO 
H2, WKO H3, MKO F1, MKO F2, 
MKO F3, WKO F1, WKO F2, WKO 
F3

Punching system SI

Event form Individual

Status Completed

Organiser Ugly Gully Orienteers

**ENTER ON THE DAY AVAILABLE -- we have printed spare maps.**

Enter Gardens at corner of Alice & Albert Streets. Look for Orienteering signs. 

A recreational activity and sport for all the family. Use your navigational skills and a specially 
produced map to discover your local parks and outdoor recreational areas. All ages and fitness 
levels catered for. You can run, jog, walk or have a leisurely stroll. You can complete individually 
or participate in a group. Newcomers welcome! Full instruction given.

From 3:30pm: Short ~2km, Easy ~1.5km
3:50pm sharp: KNOCKOUT SPRINTS = 2 or 3 short sprints (~1.5km) depending on number of 
entrants. All ages welcome in the KO ! -- Veterans - think of it as 2 short sprints with a breather in-
between! **SI Air activated**

Cost:
Members: $5 individual or $15 for family
Non-members: $10 individual or $25 for a family
Enter online and pay on the day ("tap & go" preferred).

~~~***KNOCKOUT INFO***~~~

Want to qualify for this years World Orienteering Championships? The Gold Coast NOLs (21-24 
Apr) are now an official Oceania championship and the winners of the Gold Coast knockout can 
book their plane ticket for Denmark. But even if you are far from that standard, please consider 
entering this local knockout and help our elite competitors, and starts and results teams practise 
for the Gold Coast mega knockout event. You are guaranteed at least two "knockouts". 
Otherwise, of course, feel free to enter the short and easy courses on offer.

Special conditions of this knockout (which are also conditions at the Gold Coast)
** Competitors Choice for heat allocation.
** Map Choice for route selection.
"I think I need to practise decision making under pressure. I don't know what "competitors choice" 
means? I have done only one map choice in my life, I had better at least practise once more 
before the Oceania knockout. Hmm, I am not the greatest navigator but I know how to sit on 
someone's tail and burn them off at the finish."

If some of that resonates with or you just love fun and friendly competition, then this mini knockout 
event is for you and your friends. All welcome to compete in the knockout and anyone eliminated 
in the first round will get another round.
-- Brenton and team

~~~***Followed by Ugly Gully AGM***~~~
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